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Cartographic practices have, since the 15th centu-
ry, been representational of three-dimensional en-
vironments, whether that be of entire cities or local 
neighbourhoods, all depicted as two-dimensional il-
lustrations. The most commonly invoked mapping 
system, the figure-ground method, consists of a plas-
matic arrangement of solids (built space) and void 
(ground) defined by the colours black and white. 

While figure can enhance ground, the 
ground can detract from figure and 
vice versa. Interesting in this analogy 
is the position of the street, which ety-
mology determines as having a clos-
er relevance to figures than ground. 
How eligible is figure-ground map-
ping as an urban analytical tool today 
in articulating new urban conditions? 

despite its common use, deceptive in that it assumes a hierar-
chical order in which the figure is always perceived and privi-
leged over the ground. Gestalt’s theory of perception is relative 
in the dialogue and reveals physical limitations as to what a po-
lar illustration can interpret. The empirical search for the the 
figure-ground relationship is rather limited if solely based on 
iconographical and ichnographical mapping methods. How-
ever, cinematographical methods traverse the dialogue into a 
three-dimensional realm. Figure and ground in this instance 
translated to foreground and background, encouraging the 
search for the figure-ground relationship ; the middle ground. 

This notion is abstracted as an com-
munications artefact. Michelangelo 
Antonioni´s movie from 1960 mov-
ie, La ‘L’Avventura’, is analysed and 
made into a short animation, effec-
tively demonstrating the search for 
the metaphorical ground. The con-
ventional figure-ground construct is 
further interrogated regarding infor-
mation it may offer whilst its rele-
vance is questioned when sat in the 
context of the modern city.  The ar-
tefact will help unfold an alternative 
perception that reveals the proposition 
that figure-ground relationships ex-
ists on multiple levels in architecture.

Giambattista Nolli famously delineated Rome in Pianta Grande di Roma, 1748, as a figure-ground 
drawing as well as developing a secondary drawing method, making interior public spaces 
easily readable.The figure-ground relationship is stated to be mutually exclusive where neither 
can be perceived unless in relation to the other. However, this union is also complementary. 

This binary mapping method is, 

|  ABSTRACT
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IN PURSUIT OF THE MIDDLE GROUND 

‘THINKING THROUGH MAKING BY EXPLORING CINEMATOGRAPHICAL METHODOLOGY’

Figure 1, Giovanni Battista Nolli, Noova pianta di Roma, 1748.

1  |  A BRIEF HISTORY OF MAPPING 

“The most commonly invoked general physical descrip-
tion of cities is that of built/unbuilt space treated as figure 
and ground.”1 

The need for depicting cities dates as far back as the fif-
teenth century when the tradition of attempting the resto-
ration of Rome became a quest for many scholars. Maps 
of Rome would commonly be comprised of a few archi-
tectural artefacts in the form of monuments or ruins set 
in relation to one another, with the city itself disconnect-
ed.2  The idea of monuments, as floating objects in an open 
field, was further developed by Giovanni Battista Nolli 
as a reflection onLeonardo Bufalini’s 1551 map of Rome. 
The Nolli map (Nuova Pianta di Roma, 1748) is under-
stood in two ways; the first being the reader’s understand-
ing of metric values, read as the solids, while the second 
questions the reader’s socio-political knowledge, read as 
everything surrounding the solids. The distinct disposi-
tion which intrigued Nolli was “made by the juxtaposi-
tion of two conditions”, these two conditions being the 
modern city and ancient Rome. This mapping technique is 
therefore a unique composition which “dramatically re-
veals the difference between the inhabited city, with its 
urban framework of streets and squares, and the deserted 
city, whose potential is open to multiple possibilities”.3  

Jan Bouman, in his book ‘The Figure-ground Phenome-
non in Experimental and phenomenological Psychology’, 
states that “nothing can become intelligible unless seen 
against a background, a horizon, a surrounding field, a 
periphery. A figure without limits is unthinkable.” 4 The 
absence of such a detailed rendering of the city and its a so-
cio-cultural presence, only provides a flat duality of black 
and white. The figure-ground methodology is, therefore, 
“only a totalizing, neutral, utopian formal exercise.” 5 

Nolli maps primarily relate to reciprocity between voids 
and lines, interpreted as a physical condition, yet are 
also a conveyor of power and politics immanent in a city. 

Joseph Rykwert, a significant 20th century architectural 
historian and critic, considers the street as an initializa-
tion of human movement. The very word ‘street’ is defined 
as a ‘situation offering opportunities’, characterized by an 
alignment of buildings on either side of the street. Thus the 
street is a physical constitution powered by its context.6 

Figure 2, Giovanni Battista Nolli, Noova pianta di Roma, 1748. Details. 

1  Anderson, S. (1991). On streets. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press. p. 296..
2  Aureli, P. V. (2011). The possibility of an absolute architecture. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press. p. 89. 
3 Aureli, P. V. (2011). The possibility of an absolute architecture. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press. p. 92.
4 Juliana O’Dean, “The Materiality of Stone” (n.d.), <a href=”http://unsworks.unsw.edu.au/fapi/datastream/unsworks:7190/SOURCE1?view=true”>http://unsworks.unsw.edu.au/fapi/datastream/un-
sworks:7190/SOURCE1?view=true</a>. p. 74.

5 Wortham-Galvin, B.D. The woof and the wrap of architecture: the Figure-Ground in Urban Design). p. 68.6 Wortham-Galvin, B.D. The woof and the wrap of architecture: the Figure-Ground in Urban Design). p. 68.
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2  |  DEBRIEFING THE ETYMOLOGY 

To better understand the context in which figure and ground reign, one can gain more insight into each ele-
ment through the help of etymology. ‘Street’ in Latin, sternere, translates as ‘paved road.’ Synonyms of the 
same word mean ‘to cover.’ or ‘to spread.’ In this scenario, it could mean adding an extra layer on the ground be 
it brick or asphalt. On the other hand, the prefix ‘ster-’ pertains to any type of construction and bears linguistic 
relations with the word ‘stereotomic.’ Therefore, the etymology of the word ‘street’ seems to be contradicting it-
self. Is it articulating a tectonic or stereotomic language? When the street is contextualised between the duality 
of figure and ground, it could either be carved out or built up. The latter implies the street is something separated 
from the ground, raising the question: What is the nature of the relationship between the ground and the street?7

This analogue brings us to the issue of whether the ground is perceived as a void space or not; is it an un-
touched foundation that has gained its spatial qualities purely after the positioning of figures? According to Nol-
li’s perspectival order, it is and therefore the street should, in the context of figure-ground mapping pose as an 
additional continuum figure, resting on top of the ground and binding together all structural figures. This prop-
osition is strengthened when recognizing the individual polar nodes of the figure-ground relationship.

William C. Ellis identifies two generalized physical conceptions  of the modern city. Either construed of a “struc-
ture of spaces” or a “structure of solids.”8Although both types of city constructs began as a simple organization 
of isolated structures of solids disseminated in a vacuum, one could argue that both cities pose as reactions to each 
other. The shift in conception is best visualized through Le Corbusier’s urban proposals such as ‘Plan Voisin.’ 
Where cities look like a continuum of void spaces in a figure-ground composition, it is rather as a result of infill 
of structures not expansion, despite appearing as if void spaces have been carved out of a once fully solidified city.

7 Anderson, S. (1991). On streets. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press. p. 16.
8 Anderson, S. (1991). On streets. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press. p. 115.
9 Anderson, S. (1991). On streets. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press. p.189.

Figure 3, Plan Voisin, Le Corbuiser, 1925. Contrast-
ing urban conditions.

While figure can enhance ground, can the ground detract 
from figure and vice versa? 10 Figure is translated as ‘sol-
id’ and indicates an additional built element. Although the 
ground is literally defined as a ‘foundation’ is it also re-
ferred to as a void space. The action in which void space 
is obtained is, as previously established, through the act 
of subtracting, which points to the ground having once 
been a solid entity. This confusing duality could be ex-
plained through Max Wertheimer’s experiments in the 
early 1920s, known as Gestalt’s theory of perception 
(1923). Gestalt’s concept reflects the  principle of visual 
perception in its simplest form, communicated as solids 
and voids, to be read as a whole. Gestalt argued the “at-
tributes of the whole are not deducible from analysis of 
the parts in isolation.”11  thus emphasizing the primacy 
of the whole over individual parts. The figure-ground re-
lationship is in this aspect not going to conclude by de-
taching figure and ground. Respecting the cartograph-
ic map as a whole leads to a dead end as “figure-ground 
imagery is parsimonious. Its simplification of the city to 
a pattern of solids and voids omits all the variables of 
interest to social science –[neglecting] ownership, pow-
er, status, human agency, gender, exchange, mobilities.”12  

The considerable difference between Nolli’s depiction of 
Rome and a simplified figure-ground map manifests as one 
being an ichnographic representation of the city while the 
other is an iconographic representation, both limited in the 
empirical field to a two-dimensional plane. Could a con-
tinuing search be possible in a three-dimensional realm?

3  |  GESTALT PRINCIPLES OF PERCEPTION 

10 Siegen K. Chou, “Cinematography of Psychologies.,” Psychological Review 38, no. 3 (1931):p. 255. 
11 The Editors of Encyclopedia Britannica, “Gestalt Psychology | Definition, Founder, Principles, & Examples,” in Encyclopedia Britannica, January 17, 2019, p. 1. 
12 Hebbert, M. (2016) Figure-ground: History and practice of a planning technique. p.725.
13 Siegen K. Chou, “Cinematography of Psychologies.,” Psychological Review 38, no. 3 (1931): p. 256.

Figure 4, Illustration by Danish psychologist Edgar Rubin. Same but different. 

The largest assemblage of 
any type for void space is ev-
idently the street, connect-
ing buildings and even cities 
through a planned continu-
um. And as the population 
grows, the effectiveness of 
the street as an agent; how 
well does the street serve as 
a transportation channel?9 
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4  | INTRODUCING CINEMATOGRAPHY

“It can be empirically demonstrated that analogy is the es-
sence of abstract thinking.” 13  To enter a three-dimension-
al domain of perception, based on the abstraction of the 
figure-ground convergence, we can analogically replace  
the eye with a camera lens. The word cinematography has 
origins in the Greek words kinema and graphein, respec-
tively meaning ‘movements’ and ‘to record’. Cinematog-
raphy is therefore defined as the art and science behind the 
illusion of movement by the motion of picture frames. 14

There is a narration composed of still images that neces-
sitates a certain focus on a subject for the brain to per-
ceive it as a continuous play. Much like the binary map-
ping method of Nolli, cinematography is the revealing of 
a layered pattern. Solid and void are the main fragments 
in the two-dimensional realm of perception but translate 
in cinematic terms to foreground and background. And, 
as mentioned previously, we have embarked upon a new 
territory, which questions its multidimensionality. The 
following mapping exercise will help formulate the third 
and last element to support the cinematography artform 
as a three-dimensional instrument. Scenes  to analyse this 
notion are from ‘L’Avventura’, a picturesque black and 
white movie, released in 1960. This movie is comprised 
of very simple and easily readable scene compositions, 
making Gestalt’s theory applicable as an analysing tool.

The foreground is referred to as the subject in focus, closest 
to the viewer, while the context surrounding the subject is 
the background. According to this understanding forty-eight 
scenes were analysed, each still scene taken three minutes 
apart.  Through depth of field and angle, the foreground is 
enhanced whilst the background informs of setting, envi-
ronment, or mood.15   A curious finding through this sim-
ple analysis is the emergence of the third element hidden 
within a planar surface: If foreground appears as the visual 
plane closest to the viewer and background as the furthest 
plane, then the outstanding layer must be the middle ground.

14  Matt Barker, (2016) “What Is Cinematography?”, Get Filming. .
15  Sarita Ashkenazy, (2016) “Effective Use of Foreground and Background in Photographic Composition,” B&H Explora. 

However, when the drawing is reformulat-
ed according to Gestalt’s theory to simple geo-
metrical forms, the essence of depth disappears.
Foreground is solely understood as a solid based on its 
colour in comparison to the background. The middle 
ground in this composition could be an intersect or not 
even within the same range as the foreground. The lack 
of depth in a two-dimensional drawing reverts to sim-
ply exposing space and relation to context. However, 
in a similar way to how figure and ground could be re-
versed without losing meaning, all three layers of picture 
can individually pose as foreground. By shifting focus to 
the middle ground or background, they can easily obtain 
the status of the foremost projection. Could this imply 
that the middle ground can be perceived as a new type of 
ground? So far, several perceptual theories have been in-
troduced pursueing what can now be labelled as the mid-
dle ground. However, both two-and three-dimensional 
tools point towards the middle ground being a well-bur-
ied and, so far, alien element in urban representations. 

Figure 5, La Avventura, 1960

5  |  THE ARTEFACT

According to Professor Elisabeth Meyer, landscape archi-
tect, theorist and critic at the University of Virginia, the 
middle ground could be described as an ‘in-between’ con-
dition. This is rooted in the limited analytical capabilities 
that figure-ground offers. The artefact that accompanies 
this script is an abstract response to the dialogue of pursuing 
the middle ground. Both Gestalt’s principles of perception 
and cinematographic methods show valuable potential for 
expanding urban representation. There is a parallel offering 
between the search for the middle ground and Nolli’s map 
of Rome where the artefact explores ways of introducing 
new layers, all of which expands the perception of figure, 
and which Nolli himself introduced as poché, internal void 
spaces cutting through the figural fabric.16  Although Nol-
li´s technical engraving process on plates was limited by 
skill, was it in facta conscious decision to suggest informa-
tion through superimposed layers of figure within figures. 
The artefact criticizes the legibility of current day map-
ping methods, their ability to convey salient information 
and suggests that figure can embrace more than one condi-
tion. The disadvantage of delegating figure more than one 
condition appears as forsaking the initial clarity of percep-
tion. The same goes for void spaces. Technically there is 
a possibility to erect figures in the middle of oceans with 
the help of artificial ground. But would that then make a 
water body a void space and the artificial ground a figure?

It is acknowledged by art theorist and painter, György 
Kepes, that the missing condition, the middle ground, is 
characterized as transparencies, which consequently “su-
perimpose and overlap on other figures without losing its 
perceptual properties.”17 Transparency seems to be the 
key to comprehending concealed qualities which on paper 
could only be implied, but architecture simply cannot sup-
press as a physical fact.18  With the effort of precision Nolli 
conveyed in his map of Rome, by emphasizing conditions 
such as building age and hierarchi cal position, could this be

16  César Torres Bustamante, “Learning from the Nolli Map: Representing the Landscape through Figure-Ground,” Landscape Journal 39, no. 1 (2021). p. 43-45.
17  César Torres Bustamante, “Learning from the Nolli Map: Representing the Landscape through Figure-Ground,” Landscape Journal 39, no. 1 (2021). p.48.
18 Colin Rowe et al., Transparency: Literal and Phenomenal (Basel: Birkhäuser, 1997). p.33

something much more like what is searched for in this dis-
cussion? The difference has roots in a radical development 
of the urban fabric since 1748 and, therefore, an outdat-
ed representation of the current fabric, hence the search 
for a similar tool to the poché which is well used in rep-
resenting ambiguity between interior and exterior spaces.
Foreground is solely understood as a solid based on its 
colour in comparison to the background. The middle 
ground in this composition could be an intersect or not 
even within the same range as the foreground. The lack 
of depth in a two-dimensional drawing reverts to sim-
ply exposing space and relation to context. However, 
in a similar way to how figure and ground could be re-
versed without losing meaning, all three layers of picture 
can individually pose as foreground. By shifting focus to 
the middle ground or background, they can easily obtain 
the status of the foremost projection. Could this imply 
that the middle ground can be perceived as a new type of 
ground? So far, several perceptual theories have been in-
troduced pursueing what can now be labelled as the mid-
dle ground. However, both two-and three-dimensional 
tools point towards the middle ground being a well-bur-
ied and, so far, alien element in urban representations. 
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To properly understand the essence of the middle ground, 
one must first accept its emergence for efficacy. The city 
of today is a “conglomerate of communications arte-
facts.” These artefacts (different from the one crafted by 
the author) are recognized by Thomas V. Czarnowski as 
places of passage, while “paramount among these [is] the 
street.”19 This specific artefact has expanded its termino-
logical umbrella to cover other means of communications, 
such as the elevated railway, the subway, and the airpath, 
along the development of technology. Additional sub-ar-
tefacts have, therefore, gradually changed the role of the 
street. So, what was once a ground-bound street does not 
only provide necessary communications and interactions 
but does so without the presence of the artefact street.

6  |  THREE CITY CONSTRUCTS

An interesting interview with Kostas Poulopoulos, found-
er of SquareOne Architects in Copenhagen, sheds light on 
the topic of an ‘otherwise’ approach to city development. 
He suggests that our future cities could benefit from an 
additional urban layer, spanning horizontally, while inter-
secting vertical structures. Kostas argues that “cities like 
Hong Kong, New York, and other emerging metropolises 
are literally just a step away from starting to merge their 
building stock at a higher level. And this can bring about 
fascinating changes in urbanity.” 20 The urban layer which 
Kostas is promoting is evidently, and quite literally, the 
middle ground. It’s amusing to consider the role of the mid-
dle ground within this dialogue; will there be a day when 
ground is irrelevant and replaced by the middle ground? 

In the continuous search for the middle ground, it must first 
be determined in what spatial and socio-political conditions 
the middle ground might emerge or, possibly, dismantle. Re-
calling Anderson’s description of cities, where it’s consid-
ered that a city is made up of either space or solids, conducted 
analysis suggests an additional city conception, a city con-
strue of transparency. To even consider a city of this condi-
tion, it must manifest as a city between two extreme cities. 

Roma Interrotta was a renewal project of Nolli’s map for 
the biennale of 1978. Twelve architect offices split up the 
twelve sectors of the map to reflect upon the urban devel-
opment since 1748. An interesting interrogation of Nolli’s 
map was made by Robert Venturi and John Rauch, which 
was designated sector VII. The method of interrogation 
was built upon three different graphical layers, all with 
statements on object-space relations. The compositing was 
a merging of Nolli’s original map of Rome, a more re-
cent map of Rome and finally iconic images of Las Vegas.

An interesting aspect of this project is found in the in-
terrelation of the different epochs of the overlay. 

20  (2018) “The Hanging City and Urbanization 2.0 – Taking Cities to the next Level,” URBAN HUB, December 13,
21  J G Wallis De Vries and K Wuytack, Thing Theory and Urban Objects in Rome (Technische Universiteit Eindhoven, 2013). p.98-103.
22 Michael Larice and Elizabeth Macdonald, The Urban Design Reader (London; New York: Routledge, 2013). p.172. 

Churches were a part of the city fabric in Nolli’s original 
map, projected as void spaces, but this spatial quality was 
absent in 1948 and therefore drawn differently.  What hap-
pened was a shift of focus from the church to the casinos, 
both publicly available and genuine to their time. Las Vegas 
would be described as: “the apotheosis of the deserted town. 
Visiting Las Vegas in the mid-1960s was like visiting Rome 
in the late 1940s.”22 This urban condition prioritises the fig-
ure while ground helps to emphasize its spatial independen-
cy. Drawings of Las Vegas are well referenced in the pub-
lication by Venturi et al., “Learning from Las Vegas”, and 
they all define the metropolis as a ‘city construct of solids’.

19 Anderson, S. (1991). On streets. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press. p. 208.

Figure 7, Iterations of Las Vegas  Figure-ground map along the strip
Figure 6, Images by author
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23 Mary Shepperson, “Planning for the Sun: Urban Forms as a Mesopotamian Response to the Sun,” World Archaeology 41, no. 3 (September 2009): 363–78, https://doi.
org/10.1080/00438240903112229.
24  Adam Frampton, Clara Wong, and Jonathan D Solomon, Cities without Ground : A Hong Kong Guidebook (Novato, California: Oro, 2018), https://book.douban.com/subject/6989889/
21  J G Wallis De Vries and K Wuytack, Thing Theory and Urban Objects in Rome (Technische Universiteit Eindhoven, 2013). p.98-103.
22 Michael Larice and Elizabeth Macdonald, The Urban Design Reader (London; New York: Routledge, 2013). p. 172. 
24 Adam Frampton, Clara Wong, and Jonathan D Solomon, Cities without Ground : A Hong Kong Guidebook (Novato, California: Oro, 2018), https://book.douban.com/subject/6989889/.

Figure 8, Las Vegas Figure-ground map along the strip. 

Figure 9, Figure-ground, residental area in City of Ur. 

An exemplary city of contrast to the Las Vegas 
urban fabric (at least that analysed for Roma In-
terrotta) is the ancient city-state of Ur, known as 
Tell al-Muqayyar, and dating back to 3800 BC. 
Mesopotamian cities were environmentally de-
termined constructs, formed to protect from the 
blazing sun. This resulted in back-to-back housing 
and ambiguous boundaries, which also encourag-
es a rather social community.23  This arrangement 
is revealed as excavated residential areas, catego-
rizing the city of Ur as a ‘city construct of voids’. 
Having understood the conditions in which focus 
lies within either solids or ground, it is appro-
priate to suggest a city that has fully manifested 
‘in-between’ conditions. Hong Kong, a city with-
out ground according to Jonathan D. Solomon, 
Adam Frampton, and Clara Wong, writers of a 
well-composed urban mapping analysis of Hong 
Kong, is a forerunner in a new urban typology. 
Limited ground and a dense population have been 
pressing agents in the evolution of communica-
tion artefacts. The term ‘communications artefact’ 
is used to emphasize ground, not in its physical 
forms like the street or an MRT, but in combi-
nation with ground-bound public programmes.
 
It is neither a city of void nor solids but a city dis-
placed along several layers while intersecting a sea 
of vertical figures. To call Hong Kong “city with-
out ground” is radical but it will probably share the 
title with more and more cities in the future. The 
emerging skybridges of Hong Kong show little to, 
eventually no relevance to Hong Kong’s original in-
frastructure and as the word infra identifies below, 
will it in the course of time materialize as such.24  

Figure 10, Hong Kong presented as a multidimensional matrix. 
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7  |  CONCLUSION

There is a poetic play on the duality between figure and 
ground. Both extremes are bonded through an unbreakable 
contract as a forever union yet pose as notorious antipodes. 
The fundamental question of this discussion lies in how 
eligible figure-ground mapping is today in describing sa-
lient conditions such as elevated buildings, subways, sub-
terranean complexes and maybe even drone paths drill-
ing through figures. The initial research of cartographical 
mapping methods is characterized by finite forms and 
urban totality, rendered as an island within a city.25  

Gestalt’s theory, on the contrary, embarks on the process 
of desquamation in the search for the middle ground by 
distinguishing figure from its background. We arrive at the 
fact that figure-ground should be collected and project-
ed as “complementary aspects of the same medium”  not 
in opposition. Finally, cinematographic theory informs us 
of a three-dimensionality suitable to disassemble and re-
focus to capture the essence of the middle ground. The 
etymological aspect further revealed the street to be an 
‘in-between’ quality, but eventually concluded as a com-
munications artifact, flexible enough to possess more than 
one physical from in the cartographical realm. Although, 
the map is as much a formal and practical analysing tool 
as it is a deceiving image of the modern city construe. 

The artefact is embodied by the following quote from Pier 
Vittorio Aureli: 

“The difference between architecture and urban space is 
radicalized in order to show the architectural clues that al-
low the critical imagination to rethink the city, not through 
its managerial practices but as a field of potential possi-
bilities.”27

25  Aureli, P. V. (2011). The possibility of an absolute architecture. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press. p. 139-40.
26 César Torres Bustamante, “Learning from the Nolli Map: Representing the Landscape through Figure-Ground,” Landscape Journal 39, no. 1 (2021). p 48.  
27 Pier Vittorio Aureli, The Possibility of an Absolute Architecture (Cambridge: Mit Press, 2011). p. 140.
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PORTFOLIO  

‘To find middle ground, we must be willing to accommodate another perspective, and leave 
the ground we stand on’
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What is perceived as a figure-ground relationship could also disguise an important physical or social hierarchy.  The 
method of exploration will draw parallels between Gestalt´s theory and cinematographic techniques in the pursuit of extracting 
the middle ground. By realising the limitations of figure-ground mapping to a 2D realm, this project sets out to seek a multi-dimen-
sional medium to convey what in cinematographic terms is known as, the middle ground, in a world of foreground and background.  

“An architect stands before a city seeking to describe it. Lacking a plan, map or survey, he intends to develop 
one. His purpose is neither design nor construction, instead understanding.”   
The apparatus developed through the thinking machine will help address the expressed ambiguity of tangible perception. 
This is possible through materializing a limbo space; a non-space. The perspectival understanding and focus will shift to 
explore layers of Dundee to extract the essence of the middle ground in an attempt to shift the hierarchical composition.
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FORTY-EIGHT PICTURE FRAMES FOREGROUND
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BACKGROUND MIDDEL GROUND
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SOLID AS A GEOMETRICAL FORM MIDDLE GROUND AS A GEOMETRICAL 
FORM 
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SIMPLIFIED ‘LA A´VVENTURA’ AS A BINARY MAP
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THE EMERGING OF THE MIDDLE 
GROUND
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